Introduction
In this paper the reader is provided a comprehensive fiber optic cable assembly specification checklist to consider for avionics applications. Its purpose is to facilitate supply chain utilization of unambiguous specifications, qualifications, and quality assurance standardization of avionics fiber optic cable assemblies. Fiber optic cable assemblies used for avionics application should be considered on a case-bycase basis as the performance, service life, reliability, supportability, and maintainability requirements of avionics systems vary between aircraft type (i.e., fixed wing or rotary), model, series, mission, etc.
At a minimum, the fiber optic cable assembly should have well-defined terminus endface geometry and manufacturing quality assurance test criteria. Material selection and termination process characteristics should provide consistent and repeatable adhesive bonding between the fiber and terminus. Special attention should be given to fabrication processes such as terminus cleanliness, epoxy injection technique and epoxy cure schedule. Quality assurance inspections performed after cable assembly fabrication include 100% visual (or machine vision) inspection and optical performance testing, and random sampling for temperature cycle, pull test, and endface geometry. Vigilant attention during fabrication and post fabrication inspections is advocated to screen out defective fiber optic cable assemblies prior to aircraft cable harness integration or weapons replaceable assembly or line replaceable module integration. Table 1 contains the proposed avionics optical fiber characteristics checklist parameters. Table 2 contains the proposed fiber optic cable checklist. Table 3 contains the proposed fiber optic cable assembly checklist, which includes connectors, termini, and terminated cable. 
Avionics Fiber Optic Cable Assembly Checklists

Avionics Fiber Optic Cable Assembly Reliability
Although the subject of avionics fiber optic cable assembly reliability is not within the scope of this paper, a few words of caution are needed to avert any false takeaways from this assessment. Tables 1, 2 and 3 contain proposed avionics fiber optic cable assembly checklist parameters for beginning of life verification only. Parameters described in Tables 1 and 2 for optical fiber and optical fiber cable, respectively, are embedded in the fiber optic cable assembly checklist described in Table 3 . The "reliability" of fiber optic cable assemblies however, is not implicitly contained within Tables 1, 2 and 3. Rather, a separate fiber optic cable assembly reliability test plan based on reliability engineering principles must be implemented.
The reliability test plan goal should be to demonstrate fiber optic cable assembly reliability with statistical confidence against a predetermined reliability goal. The first step in this process is to define all system stress contributors acting on the fiber optic cable assembly over its lifetime (including shipping, manufacturing, installation, and operational/deployment) [1] . From there, application of highly accelerated life testing can be applied to identify fiber optic cable assembly design flaws [2] . Reliability growth can be attained by the application of a structured process consisting of testing, data analysis (simulations and calculations), and corrective action to reduce or eliminate design, manufacturing, shipping/packaging and installation flaws. Quantitative metrics are necessary to measure fiber optic cable assembly reliability growth against a given reliability goal. In the future, checklists will be created to address fiber optic cable assembly reliability, end-to-end link reliability, and system reliability.
